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Abstract 
We show that a form of divide and conquer recursion on 
sets together with the relational algebri expresses exactly 
the queries over ordered relational databases which are NC- 
computable. At a finer level, we relate k nested uses of re- 
cursion exactly to A C ~ ,  k > 1. We also give corresponding 
results for complex objects. 
1 Introduction 
NC is the complexity class of functions that are computable 
in polylogarithmic time with polynomially many processors 
on a parallel random access machine (PRAM). The query 
language for NC discussed here is centered around a di- 
vide and conquer recursion (dcr) on sets which has obvious 
potential for parallel evaluation and can easily express, for 
example, transitive closure and parity. dcr with parame- 
ters e, f ,  u defines the unique function cp = dcr(e, f ,  u) such 
that: 
def def def For parity, we take e = false, f (y) - true and u(vl, vz) = 
vl xor va. To compute the transitive closure of some binary 
def def def 
relation r, take e = 0, f (y) - r and u ( r 1 , r ~ )  = r1 Ur2 U 
rl o r2. Then, the transitive closure of r is cp(Il1 ( r )  u Ilz(r)) 
'The authors were partially supported by NSF Grant CCR-90- 
57570 
where 111 , 112 are the relational projections. In general, 
dcr(e, f ,  u) is well-defined when there is some set containing 
e and the range off ,  on which u is associative, commutative 
and has the identity e. For parity, this is the set B of 
booleans, while for transitive closure, it is the set {r U r2 U 
... Urn  In 2 0). 
We show that dcr together with the relational algebra ex- 
presses exactly the queries over ordered databases of flat 
relations that are NC-computable. We also show that a 
bounded version of dcr together with the nested relational 
algebra expresses exactly the queries over ordered databases 
of complex objects that are NC-computable. In fact, we 
prove the more refined versions that relate k nested uses of 
(bounded) dcr exactly to the subclass A C ~  of NC where 
k 2 1 (definitions are reviewed in section 4). Some expla- 
nations are in order: 
- Computable queries are in the sense of Chandra and 
Hare1 [lo], with a natural extension to complex objects 
(section 5). 
- Any language that can express the class of queries ex- 
pressed by first-order logic would do just as well as the 
relational algebra. Similarly for complex objects, where a 
corresponding class of tractable queries has emerged from 
several equivalent formalisms. Some of these formalisms 
are syntactically restricted higher-order logics, others are 
algebraic languages, often called nested relational algebras, 
hence our phrasing above. In fact, we will use the family of 
query languages introduced in [8] because it is semantically 
related to dcr (section 3). 
- dcr and (nested) relational algebra have meaning over 
any (nested) relational database. But, as with all known 
characterizations of query complexity classes below NP, 
we know how to capture the entire NC only over ordered 
databases. Formally, we do this by extending the language 
with an order predicate. 
- A bounded version of dcr is necessary over complex ob- 
jects, otherwise queries of high complexity such as powerset 
will be expressible. The bounded version is obtained by in- 
tersecting the result with a bounding set at each recursion 
step (section 2). This is similar to the bounded fixpoints 
studied in [34], and, as with fixpoints, over flat relations dcr 
can always be expressed through bounded dcr (section 2). 
We believe that these results are of interest from two angles. 
order induction [25] of depth up to t ( n ) .  For complexobject 
databases, Grumbach and Vianu [17, 163 give a syntactic 
restriction of the ramified higher-order logic CALC which, 
together with inflationary fixpoints and in the presence of 
order, captures exactly the PTIME-computable complex- 
object queries. Suciu [34] shows that, in the presence of 
order, the same class of queries is captured by the nested 
relational algebra augmented with an inflationary bounded 
fixpoint operator. 
To the best of our knowledge, no characterization of paral- 
lel complexity classes of queries over complex objects has 
been given before. What is more likely to set our results 
L Query language design. dcr is a well-known con- apart, however, is the inlrinsic nature of the language we 
struct. It appears under the name pump, in a lan- are proposing: the semantics of der puts it naturally in 
guage specifically designed for a parallel database machine, NC; there is no need to impose logarithmic bounds on the 
FAD [3]. Following FAD, but under the name hom, it was number of iterations or recursion depth. Moreover, it can 
included in Machiavelli [26] where it fit nicely into the lan- be shown that a different kind of recursion on sets, namely 
guage's type system. Called (a form of) transducer, it is structural recursion on the insert presentation of sets ([6]; 
part of SVP [29], precisely in order to support divide and notation sri; definitions reviewed in section 2), together 
conquer parallelism. Some limitations of its theoretical ex- with the relational algebra expresses exactly the PTIME- 
pressive power were examined (under the name hom) by computable queries on ordered databases1. This follows 
Immerman, Patnaik, and Stemple ([23] theorem 7.8). They from results in [23]; we state the corresponding result for 
also note that dcr is in NC. complex objects in proposition 6.6. Hence, at least over 
ordered databases, the difference between NC and PTIME 
As part of a larger group of researchers, we became in- boils down to two different ways of recurring on sets, divide 
terested in dcr because it fits into a natural hierarchy of and conquer vs. element by element- 
query languages that share a common semantic basis, built 
around forms of structural recursion on collection types 
[6, 5, 81 (see section 2). Theoretical studies of expressive- 
ness, such as [37, 5, 341 and the present paper help us with 
the choice and mix of primitives, as well as implementation 
strategies. In particular, dcr is at the core of a sublanguage 
for which we are currently seeking efficient implementation 
techniques for a variety of parallel architectures. 
L Computational complexity. Following Vardi [36] and 
Immerman's [19] influential result that first-order logic with 
least fixed point captures exactly the PTIME-computable 
queries on flat relations over ordered databases, several 
characterizations of low complexity classes in terms of log- 
ics or algebras used in databases have been discovered with 
the hope that logical methods may give insights into the 
difficult problem of complexity class separation. We men- 
tion first a few of these characterizations which have had a 
direct influence on the work here. 
For parallel complexity classes, Immerman [22] shows that 
the class of finite and ordered relational structures recogniz- 
Gurevich [18] and Compton and Laflamme [12] characterize 
DL OGSPA CE- and respectively NC1-computable global 
functions on finite and ordered relational structures as al- 
gebras with certain primitive recursion schema. Compton 
and Laflamme capture N C ~  also with first-order logic aug- 
mented with BIT2. and with an operator for defining rela- 
tions by primitive recursion. The kinds of recursions used 
in these two papers are very different from dcr because they 
depend on some linear ordering of the underlying structures 
for their actual definition. While dcr is a form of recursion 
on finite sets, these recursions are on notations for elements 
of (linearly ordered) finite sets. Of course, we do not at- 
tempt to characterize DLOGSPACE or NC' or, for that 
matter, any class below AC', but see Immerman's char- 
acterizations of such classes in terms of languages more in 
the spirit of ours than of those of Gurevich, Compton, and 
Laflamme [21, 201. 
We should also mention here the work of Clote [ l l]  for re- 
lated characterizations of most parallel complexity classes 
of arithmetical functions. Also of related interest, but 
able in parallel time t ( n )  (n is the size of the structure) i n  a 
'Of course, so does least fixpoint recursion, for example, but it is 
certain CRCW (concurrent read - concurrent write) PRAM re,,ion ,, 
coincides with the class of structures definable by a first- 2~ relation giving the binary representation of integers. 
in a different direction, is the work of Denninghoff and 
Vianu [15] who characterize NC in terms of a resource- 
restricted message-passing model with parallel semantics 
which computes object-oriented queries. 
We should point out, however, one sense in which our lan- 
guage is not as neat as, say, first-order logic with least 
fixpoint, which captures PTIME in the presence of order, 
or first-order logic with transitive closure, which captures 
NLOGSPACE in the presence of order. For dcr to be well- 
defined, the operations involved in it must satisfy certain 
algebraic identities (associativity, commutativity, identity) 
and this turns out to be an undecidable condition (in fact 
complete; see section 2). Of course, only a certain fam- 
ily of instances of dcr is actually needed in the simulations, 
and for these, the algebraic conditions always hold (propo- 
sition 7.3). Hence, it is of theoretical interest that there is a 
decidable sublanguage of dcr plus relational algebra which 
captures exactly NC in the presence of order. In practice, 
we have found it useful to provide special syntax for some 
instances of dcr in which the algebraic conditions are au- 
tomatically satisfied, but we found it counterproductive to 
limit dcr to these instances, as other uses kept appearing. 
2 Recursion on Sets 
Complex objects are built essentially from tuples and finite 
sets. To describe them, we define the complex object 
types by the grammar: 
t !Sf [P I B 1 unit 1 t x t 1 {t) 
where D is some base type, B is the type of booleans and 
unit is the type containing only the empty tuple (unit = (0)). The values of type s x t are pairs (3, y) with x E 
s, y E t ,  and the values of type {t) are finite sets of elements 
from t .  Products of types of the form {s), with s a product 
of base types (D, Ed, unit), are called flat types. 
A fruitful approach to choosing programming constructs 
for complex objects is to consider tuples and sets as or- 
thogonal [8]. Hence, there will be primitives that work on 
tuples, primitives that work on sets, and general primitives 
for combining other primitives. In this section we discuss 
ways of defining functions by recursion on sets. The rest of 
the language is presented in section 3. 
There seem to be two basic ways of describing the struc- 
ture of finite sets. In one way, they are generated by finitely 
3 ~ o t  really necessary, could have been encoded as {unit} [8]. 
many (maybe zero!) binary unions of singleton sets. We 
call this the union presentation. In another way, they are 
generated by finitely many insertions of one element, start- 
ing with the empty set. We call this the inserd presenta- 
tion. Recognizing the relevant algebraic identities satisfied 
by union (associativity, commutativity, idempotence, has 0 
as an identity) and by element insertion (i-commutativity 
and i-idempotence) gives us two different algebraic struc- 
tures on finite sets. Both these algebras are characterized 
by universality properties, which amount to definitions of 
functions by structural recursion [6, 51. We have a struc- 
tural recursion on the union presentation, sru: 
sru(e, f ,  u) is well-defined when there is some subset of t 
containing e and the range of f ,  on which u is associative, 
commutative, idempotent, and has the identity e. We also 
have a structural recursion on the insert presentation, sri 
(x r s is the element insertion operation, {x) U s): 
e : t  i : s x t - t  
sri(e, i) : {s) -+ t 
def 
r e ,  ( 0 )  - e 
def 
sri(e, i)(y t S) = i(y, sri(e, i)(s)) 
sri(e,i) is well-defined when there is some subset of t 
containing e on which i is i-commutative, i(x, i(y, s)) = 
i(y, i ( x ,  s)), and i-idempotent i(z, i ( x ,  s)) = i(x, s). 
dcr (recall the definition of section 1) is superficially related 
to sru. If sru(e, f ,  u) is well-defined then so is dcr(e, f ,  u) 
and they are equal. But dcr is potentially more expressive, 
since u need not be idempotent. In fact, we do not know if 
sru can express parity or transitive closure. An interesting 
remark is that over ordered databases, sru together with 
transitive closure expresses dcr. 
One can also define a fourth form of recursion on sets which 
is related to sn' similarly to the way dcr is related to sru, 
let's call it element-step recursion, esr. This is like sri,  Immerman, Patnaik, and Stemple [23] consider under the 
with the second clause modified as: name set-reduce a form of recursion on sets which resembles 
def somewhat ST;, but whose definition relies on the existence of 
esr(e, i)(y t s) - i(y, esr(e, i)(s)) when y 6 s a linear ordering. Essentially, a function f may be defined 
where a' is required to be i-commutative (but not necessarily by: f ({xl, . . . , 2,)) d={ i(x1, f ((22, . . . , z,})), provided 
i-idempotent). Obviously, esr can express sri 4 .  The non- that X I  < xz < . . . < z, (no conditions are imposed on i): 
immediate relationships between the four forms of recursion we can prove that,  in the presence of order, this form of re- 
on sets are contained in: cursion has the same expressive power as sn'. Similarly, one 
can conceive a form of divide and conquer recursion that re- 
lies on the ordering, which allows to define some function by 
Propos i t ion  2.1 sn' can express sru [6]. Szmilarly esr f({zl , .  rn))  %f ~ ( f ( { x l ,  - .  ., ~ 2 ) ) ~  f({z++l, - .  ,zn))) 
can express dcr. Moreover, ~ n '  Can express esr (no conditions are imposed on u): again, we can prove that 
these are done with at most polynomial overhead. this form of recursion has the same expressive power as dcr. 
Proof. 
def dcr(e, f ,  u) = esr(e, X(x, y).u(f (21, Y)) 
def 
esr(e, i) = a2(sri((0, e), X(x, (s, y)). if x E s 
then (s, Y) else ( r  r s ,  i(x, y)))) 
On can see that over complex objects dcr (and even sru) 
can express powerset hence we need some restriction if we 
are to stay within NC. An analog to Peter Buneman's 
idea of bounded fixpoints [34] does the job. We define a 
PS- type  (product of sets type) to be either a set type, or 
a product of PS-types. Then, b o u n d e d  dcr is defined by: 
Besides the fact that they arise from principled mathemat- 
ical characterizations of finite sets, using algebraic identi- 
ties provides an with an elegant alternative for ensuring 
the well-definedness of various forms of recursion on sets. 
Unfortunately, for a language a t  least as expressive as first- 
order logic, verifying most of these identities is as hard 
as testing the validity of a first-order formula in all finite 
models, hence it is a 11;-complete question. For exam- 
ple, consider u(x, y) ef if p then u l (z ,  y) else uz(z, y), 
where ul is some associative, commutative operation (e.g. 
ul(x, y) = XU y), while ua is not (e.g. u2(z, y) = x\y), and 
p is some arbitrary predicate (independent on x, y). Then 
u is associative, commutative iff p is true. (See also [31] for 
forms of recursion on sets that are at least as powerful as 
Datalog and [6] for structural recursion on lists and bags.) 
e : t  f : s + t  u : t x t + t  b : t  
bdcr(e, f ,  u, b) : {s) -, t 
where t is a PS-type, with the semantics: bdcr(e, f, u,  b) Zf 
dcr(e n b, f n b, u n b) (here (u n b)(y, y') dgf u(y, y') n b, 
etc). As for dcr, we define the b o u n d e d  sri, bsri(e, i, b), 
for some PS-type t ,  to  be sri(e n b, i n b). Proposition 2.1 
easily extends to the bounded versions of recursion. Over 
flat relations the explicit bounding is unecessary: 
Propos i t ion  2.2 bdcr together with the relational algebra 
can express dcr when its arguments are flat relations and 
its values are of flat PS-type. Similarly for bsri and sri. 
3 A Query Language for Complex 
Objects 
In this section we define our core language, the nested rela- 
tional algebra n/RA, as the ambient language for the divide 
and conquer structural recursion. N R A  has the same ex- 
pressive power as Schek and Scholl's N F2 relational algebra 
([32]), Thomas and Fischer's algebra ([35]), Paredaens and 
Van Gucht's nested algebra ([27], [28]), or Abiteboul and 
Beeri's algebra without powerset ([I]). 
*sra  and sri are easier to reason about than der or esr because 
they define functions that preserve the algebraic structure, i.e. homo- We need function having the form + 
morphisms, hence the "structural" in their names. A good way to t ,  where s and t are complex object types. We assume an 
think about W e ,  f , ~ )  is as the composition of the canonical coer- infinite set of variables to be given, each having a complex 
cion from sets to bags followed by the structural recursion on the sum object type associated with it. We write z8 for a variable of 
presentation of bags [6], with parameters e, f,u. Similarly, esr can 
be ex~ressed via structural recursion on the increment  resenta at ion type 8. The nes ted  relat ional  calculus NRA is defined 
of bags. below: 
e : t  el : {t) el : {t) 
0 : {t) {el : {t) el u e2 : { t )  
e l : D  e 2 : D  
el = e2 : B () : unit 
e : {t) e : B  e l : t  e 2 : t  
empty(e) : B if e then el else e2 : t 
e : t  f : s + t  e : s  
XxS.e : s -+ t f (e) : t 
f : s - {t) 
ext(f : is) + It) 
We briefly describe the semantics of the expressions: 
(el, e2) constructs a tuple, n1,7r2 are the projections, {e) 
is the singleton set, empty(e) returns true iff e = 0, 
if e then el else ez equals el iff e = true and e2 otherwise, 
Xxye denotes a function whose input is the variable x S ,  f (e) 
is function application, and ext(f)({xl , . . . , x,)) dsf  (xl)U 
. . . U f (3,). A possible set C of ex te rna l  funct ions p : 
dom(p) -. codom(p) could be added to the language; in this 
case, we denote the language by N R d ( C ) .  As usual, we 
distinguish between free and bound variables. We abbrevi- 
ate with X(x, y).e the expression Xz.e[al(z)/x, a2(z)/y]. 
nT7Ed is powerful enough to express the following functions: 
set difference, set intersection, cartesian product, database 
projections, equalities a t  all types, selections over predi- 
cates definable in the language, nest and unnest [8]. 
ext(f) can be expressed with sru (and hence with dcr) as 
sru(0, Xx.{x), U). It  is important however to keep ext( f )  
as a separate construct in the language because the derived 
expression is computed in log n parallel steps while a direct 
one-step parallel computation is possible: obtain in parallel 
and independently f (XI), . . . , f (x,), and then take their 
union to compute ext(f)({xl, . . . , x,)). 
We denote with ~U72.4~ the restriction of N R A  to types 
of set height 5 1. I.e., the only types allowed in NRdl 
as inputs, outputs and intermediate types are products 
of base and flat types. Since dcr can express powerset, 
one can show that N R d ( d c r )  has the same expressive 
power as Abiteboul and Beeri's ,algebra, which is an un- 
tractable language. Our main interest will be focused on 
the languages N R d l ( d c r )  and NRA(bdcr): N'Rdl(dcr)  
is a language about flat relations and base values, while 
NRd(bdcr)  deals with arbitrary complex objects. We shall 
contrast them with NRdl ( s r i )  and NRd(bsri) .  Note that 
proposition 2.1 states that NRA1(dcr) C N2d1(s r i )  and 
NRd(bdcr)  5 m d ( b s r i ) ,  and this holds even in the pres- 
ence of external functions. Note also that proposition 2.2 
states that NRdl(bdcr)  = N7Zd1(dcr) but this fails in 
the presence of certain external functions. 
We define t h e  d e p t h  of  recursion nes t ing  depth(e), 
of some expression e, to  be the maximum depth 
def 
of recursions occurring in e: depth(dcr(e, f ,u) )  - 
max(depth(e), depth(f), 1+  depth(u)) (only u is actually it- 
erated). Similarly for sri(e, i). We denote ~ R d ' ( d c r ( ' ) ) ,  
NRdl(sri( ')),  ~ R d ( b d c r ( ~ ) )  and NRd(bsri(')) the re- 
strictions of the above languages to iteration depth < k.  
In the sequel, we shall be mainly interested in queries over 
ordered databases, i.e. we consider an external function 
5: D x D B to be given, always denoting a linear order on 
D; we denote with N R A ( 5 )  and N R d l ( < )  the resulting 
languages. The order relation can be lifted to all types (e.g. 
see [24]). 
4 Complexity Classes 
Let F : (0, I}* -+ (0, I)*; we say that F is in AC', for 
k 3 0 iff the following conditions are met: (1) There is some 
polynomial Q(n) s.t. Vw E (0, I)*, 1 f(w) I =  Q(1 w 1). 
Thus, F is the union of its restrictions to inputs of length 
n,  F, : (0,l)" + {0,1)Q("). (2) There is a family of 
circuits a, made up of input gates, NOT gates, unbounded 
AND and OR gates, s.t. a, has n inputs, Q(n) outputs, 
and computes F,, for all n 2 0. (3) size(a,) 5 P(n)  for 
some polynomial P (the size is the number of gates), and 
depth(a,) = O(logk n). (4) The family (1, is "uniform", as 
described below. 
Following Cook (see [13], Proposition 4.7), we impose as 
uniformity condition the DLOGSPACE-DCL uniformity. 
Barrington, Immerman and Straubing in [4] give a weaker 
uniformity condition called FO-DCL-uniformity which is 
equivalent to the DL OGSPA CE- DCL uniformity for the 
classes AC', k 2 1, and which provide a more satisfactory 
characterization for A CO . In this paper, only proposition 
6.4 deals with the class A C O  and it remains true for the 
more restrictive FO- DCL-uniformity condition in [4]. 
The d i rec t  connection language DCL for a family a, of 
circuits, is the set of quadruples (n, g, g1,t), where g, g' are 
gate numbers in a,, such that g is a child of g' ,  and the 
type of g' is t E {NOT, AND,  OR, yl, . . . , yQ(")); the input 
gates XI , .  . . , x, have the special assigned numbers 1 , .  . . , n. 
We say that the family of circuits cr, is DLOGSPACE-DCL 
uniform, iff the DCL can be accepted by some O(1ogn) 
space deterministic Turing Machine T. 
Now NC is defined as Uk,,, AC'. The results in Stock- 
meyer and Vishkin ([33]) rmply that this class coincides 
with the class of functions computable by a CRCW PRAM 
(Concurrent Read Concurrent Write Parallel Random Ac- 
cess Machine) in polylogarithmic time using polynomially 
many processors. 
5 Encodings of Complex Objects 
Our encodings of complex objects with strings over some 
fixed alphabet is related to that in [17]. We start with an 
encoding of the base type D into natural numbers which 
preserves the order relation 5. Next, we encode complex 
objects using the eight symbols from the alphabet A = 
{0,1, {, ), (,), comma, blank), as follows: elements from 0 
are encoded in binary, true and false are encoded by 1 and 
0 respectively, () is encoded by (), a pair is encoded by 
(XI,  X2), and a set by {XI, .  . . , X,). No duplicates are 
allowed in the encoding of a set. However, blanks may be 
scattered arbitrarily inside some encoding, but not inside 
the binary numbers. Since the encoding of some complex 
object x is not unique, we define an encoding relation x - 
X to denote the fact that X is a valid encoding of x. We 
view encodings as strings in (0, I)*, by representing each 
of the eight symbols in A with three bits. 
Removing duplicates is essential in the presence of recur- 
sors or iterators; else the size of some representation could 
grow beyond any polynomial. Duplicates can be removed 
in ACO, by replacing them with blanks, and blanks can be 
removed (more precisely: moved at  the end) in AC'. So, 
within ACO it would have sufficed to encode with possible 
duplicates and no blanks, while for AC', k > 1, we could 
ask both for blanks and duplicate elimination. But our 
choice is uniform for all AC', k > 0. 
Note that this encoding is different from that considered 
by Immerman in [22], who only deals with flat relations. 
Under that encoding, a relation of type {Dk) is encoded 
by a string of bits of length nk.  For flat relations, we can 
translate between the two encodings in AC'. 
Consder D and D' two different interpretaions of the base 
type. A morphism is some function cp : D --t D' with the 
property x 5 y p(x) 5 cp(y) (so cp is injective); for 
any type t ,  cp extends to a function cpt : t + t', where t' 
is obtained from t by substituting D with D'. Adapting 
the definition in [lo], we define a database que ry  of type 
s 4 t to  be some functions fD : s --t t (one for each inter- 
pretation of the base type D) such that, for any morphism 
p ,  cpt 0 fo = f D ~  o cp. We say that some query f is in AC', 
or in NC, iff there is some function F : {0,1)* 4 {0,1}* 
such that, Vx E s,VX E {O,l)*,x - X + f(x) - F(X). 
In order to compute f on an input z E s, it suffices to 
choose some minimal  encoding  X of x, namely without 
blanks and in which the atomic values of x are encoded by 
0 ,1 , .  . ., m - 1, next to compute Y = F ( X ) ,  and finally to 
decode Y. 
We define FLAT-NC and CMPX-OBJ-NC to be the class 
of queries over base types and flat relations, and complex 
objects respectively, which are in NC. Similarly, we define 
the subclases FLAT-AC' and CMPX-OBJ-AC'. 
6 Main Results 
We only state the results here and give the proofs in section 
7. 
Theorem 6.1 m d ( b d c r ,  5)  = CMPX-OBJ-NC. More 
precisely, Vk 2 1 NRd(bdcr('), 5 )  = CMPX-OBJ-AC'. 
T h e o r e m  6.2 N R d l ( d c r ,  5) = FLAT-NC. More pre- 
cisely, V t  2 1 n ~ ~ d ~ ( d c r ( ~ ~ ) ,  <) = FLAT-AC'. 
These languages are purely for complex objects, respec- 
tively relations. But many external functions of prac- 
tical interest such as the usual arithmetical operations 
(+, *, -, /, etc), and the usual aggregate functions (cardi- 
nality, sum, average, etc.) are also in NC. Can they be 
added in? The answer is yes for bdcr but no for dcr: 
Propos i t ion  6.3 Let C be an extension consisting ofpos- 
sible additional base types and a set of functions corn- 
putable in NC. Then N R d ( C ,  bdc~.) s NC. However, 
NRA'(N, +, dcr) can erpress exponential space queries. 
Immerman in [22] and Barrington, Immerman and Straub- 
ing in [4] prove that FO is included in FO-DCLuniform 
AC', and that FO together with order and BIT relation 
has the same expressive power as AC'. Here, we prove 
that NRd is included in AC', thus extending half of their 
results to complex objects. 
Proposition 6.4 Under the encoding of complex objects 7 Proofs 
described in subseciion 5, all queries in NRA(<) ,  are in 
FO-DCL-uniform AC' (see [4]) 7.1 Iteration over sets 
We state two more results which help US put the main the- The main technical tool in proving our main result, is to 
orems in perspective. Their proofs are omitted from this convert the two forms of recursion over sets, into more sim- 
extended abstract. ple loops. The logarithmic and the bounded logarith- 
mic iterator are defined by: Conservative extension. One may wonder in what sense 
theorem 6.2 is a "particular case" of theorem 6.1. Actually, 
even though the proof of theorem 6.2 is quite similar to that f : t + t  f : t + t  b : t  
of theorem 6.1, and we do present them "together" in sec- log-loo~(f) : x t -+ t blog-loo~(f, b) : (8) x t + t 
tion 7,  theorem 6.2 in fact follows from theorem 6.1, propo- 
. . 
sition 2.2 and the conservative extension result presented 
with the semantics: log-loop(f)(x, y) sf f(rl~g(lrl+lll)(~), below. 
where ( x 1 is the cardinal of z. The bounded logarithmic 
Paredaens and Van Gucht in [28], and Wong in [37] prove 
that NRd is a conservative extension of N 'Rdl .  Suciu in 
[34] proves that N R d ( b  f ix) is a conservative extension of 
N'Rdl(fiz),  where f ix  is the usual inflationary fixpoint, 
and b f ix is a bounded version of fix. Using the techniques 
in [34], we can prove the following: 
Proposition 6.5 Let C be a set of externalfunctions have 
set height 5 1. Then, N R d ( C ,  bdcr, 5)  is a conservative 
extension of N R d l ( X ,  bdcr, 5 ) .  
Note that for the case when C = 8, we can turn the tables 
and proposition 6.5 follows directly from the main theo- 
rems. For the case when X # 0, this proposition requires a 
separate proof, and we are only able to do it in the pres- 
ence of order. However, we conjeture that NRA(bdcr) is 
a conservative extension of NRA' (dcr) . 
PTIME vs. NC. Immerman, Patnaik and Stemple [23] 
show that PTIME is captured by a language built around 
set-reduce (see section 2). Extending their result also to 
complex objects we have: 
Proposition 6.6 ~ R d ' ( s r i ( ' ) ,  5)  = PTIME ([23]) and 
~ R d ( b s r i ( l ) ,  <) = PTIME. 
Thus, by the main theorems and this proposition, the dif- 
ference between PTIME and NC computable queries over 
ordered databases can be characterized by the difference 
between two kinds of recursion on sets. It is interesting to 
note that only one level of recursion nesting suffices for sri 
and PTIME, as opposed to dcr and NC. 
d& iterator is define by blog-loop(f, b)(x, y) - log-loop(f n 
b)(x, y f l  b). Thus, log-loop iterates some function f a num- 
ber of times equal to the number of bits necessary to rep- 
resent the cardinality of a set x. 
Similarly, we define the iterator and the bounded itera- 
tor loop and bloop, which iterates some function I x I times, 
instead of [log(l x I +1)1 times. 
We extend the definition of depth of recursion nesting to 
depth of iteration nesting for these construct, by defining 
depth(log-loop(f)(e)) sf max(1 + depth(f), depth(e)), etc. 
Both log-loop and loop are powerful enough to express 
powerset. Hence, we will only consider the unbounded 
versions in conjuction with flat relations, and use their 
bounded versions for complex objects. 
Example 7.1 log-loop can express transitive closure, tc : 
{t x t )  --* {t x t) .  Indeed, let r E {t x t )  be some relation. 
First compute v = l l l ( r )  U IIz(r) (the set of all elements 
mentioned in r), then, repeal pog(n+l)l times r c r u r o r ,  
def 
where n = I v I, and o is relation composition. 
Example 7.2 Let n = card(x). loop(f) and log-loop(f) 
allow us to iterate n and logn times respectively. To iter- 
ate n2 times, it sufices to loop over x x x, which has n2 
elements. To iterate log2 n times, we use a depth two of 
iteration nesting. 
Immerman defines FO(t(n)) in [22] to be first order logic, 
with order and with a binary relation BIT, extended with 
those inductive definitions which close after t(n) steps. 
N ~ d ~ ( l o ~ - l o o ~ ,  5, BIT) and NRdl(loop,  5,  BIT) have 
essentially the same expressive power as FO(~O~'(') n) and I.e., we return the cardinality of x', the next power of 2, 
~ 0 ( n * ( l ) )  respectively. However, without order, these and log-loop(f)(xl, y). Addition and comparison on the 
two are no longer equivalent: loop can express parity, "numbers" in x (which can be done with transitive clo- 
while F0(n0(')) (without order and BIT) is included in sure) suffices to compute h using dcr. The "u" used in 
FO + L F P ,  and hence it cannot express parity. Simi- this dcr will be associative and commutative on some set 
lar, we can argue that F0(log0(')n) is less powerful than of the form {(i, c;) ( i 51 x' I), because u is defined as  
NRA~ (log-loop). 
.((it ~ i ) ,  ( j ,  c j ) )  = (i + j ,  ci+j)- 
The key technical lemma in proving the main results states 
that dcr and log-loop have the same expressive power over 
ordered databases: 
Propos i t ion  7.3 Let f : s + t ,  with t some PS- 
type. Then f E n T R d l ( ~ ,  l ~ ~ - l o o ~ ( ~ ) , < )  u f E 
N7?d1(z, dcr(k), l), and f E N R d ( C ,  b l ~ ~ - l o o ~ ( ~ ) ,  5 
) f E NRA(C,  bdcr('), s), Vk > 0. A similar re- 
lationship holds between loop and sri. 
Proof. Consider some function h = dcr(e, f ,  u), h : 
{s) + t ,  and x = {al , .  . . , an )  E {s} some input to it. 
The idea of simulating h with log-loop is to first apply f 
to each element in x, obtaining y = {f (al) ,  . . . , f (a,)} E 
{ t ) ,  and then to  iterate logn times some function g on 
~ ~ 
def y, where, for some set set y = { b l ,  . . . , b,), g(y) = 
{ ~ ( b l ,  b2), ~ ( b 3 1  b4), . . . ~(bn-21 bm-l), ~(brn ,  e)) (assuming 
m is odd): the order relation on y is used in the definition 
of g, and some transitive closure is computed to identify the 
odd and even positions. Thus, the number m of elements in 
y is initially n, and is halved at  each step. Eventually, the 
set y will contain only one element, which one can prove 
to be h(x) (associativity and commutativity of u is used 
here). Since t is a PS-type, one can extract the unique 
element out of a singleton set. To compute bdcr, one pro- 
ceeds similarly, but use blog-loop instead of log-loop. Only 
one problem remains: the type of y is {t), which has a 
set height one larger than t.  To circumvent that, we use 
the fact that t is a PS-type and "flatten" y; to distiguish 
elements belonging to different subsets, we tag them with 
elements from x. 
Conversely, consider some log-loop(f)(x, y); we can express 
it by divide and conquer recursion on the set x, by not- 
ing that: log-loop(f )(@, Y) = Y, log-loop(f)({a}, Y) = f (Y), 
and, supposing I X I  (51 z2 I ,  log-loop(f)(xl U x 2 , ~ )  = 
f(log-loop(xl, y)) if I xl  U 2 2  1 has one more bit than 
I xl 1,  and log-loop( f)(xl U x2, y) = log-loop(x1, y) oth- 
erwise. Similarly when I XI  ( < I  2 2  1. SO we only 
have to argue that we can answer the question about the 
number of bits. The idea is to use the set x as a set 
of numbers O , l , .  . . , n - 1, and to compute the function 
V(X') = (1 XI 1, (2r'0g(~+l)l ,  f ( r l ~ g ( ~ + l ) l  for all 2' c Z. 
The annoying condition for t to  be a PS-type is due to 
the fact that the function get : {D) x D + 0 defined by 
def . get(x, y) = zf z = {z) then z else y is definable with dcr, 
but not with log-loop. But log-loop togehter with get can 
indeed express dcr. 
The proof of Proposition 7.3 has an important consequence. 
Recall that the conditions for well-definedness of dcr are 
TI:-complete hence the language N72d1(dcr, 5 )  is not r.e. 
But, by restricting it to  the instances of dcr used in the 
simulation of log-loop we obtain an r.e., in fact decidable, 
sublanguage C which has the same expressive power as the 
whole N ~ d ~ ( d c r ,  5). 
7.2 Circuits 
In order to prove that NRd(b1og-loop) AC, we first 
establish some technical lemmas. 
Lemma 7.4 For each type t ,  there it some function F = 
U Fn in AC', Fn : {O,l)" + (0, l Jn  which identifies the 
pairs of parenthesis for any encoding of type t .  
Proof. The nesting depth of parenthesis for some type t is 
bounded by some dt, so identifying the pairs of parenthesis 
can be done by some circuit of depth O(dt). 
Lemma 7.5 For any set type {t), there is some function 
F = UF, in AC', Fn : {0,1)" -, {O, I)", which, for 
some encoding {XI , .  . . , X,) of type { t ) ,  returns a string 
containing exactly m J's, namely on those positions where 
some Xi begins. Similarly for pair types (s, t). 
Proof. The circuit computing Fn identifies the outermost 
commas (i.e. those not included in any pair of parenthesis, 
except the outermost { )), and returns a 1 on each first 
nonblank position following such a comma, or following the 
leading left brace. o 
As a consequence, we have: 
Lemma 7.6 For all types t ,  equality of objects of type t is of 1's produced by lemma 7.5 on {XI,. . . , X,} (this 
computable in AC*. can be done in AC'), compute log m (again in AC') 
and bypass all circuits for f whose level is larger than 
log m. Finally, observe that, if the circuit for comput- P r o ~ o s i t i ~ n  7.7 ~ ~ A ( ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ P ( ~ ) )  C_ A'' for E ing f had depth O(logk n), then the resulting circuit 
0. Hence, NRA' ( l o g - l ~ o ~ ( ~ ) )  5 A c k .  has depth O(logk+l n). 
Proof. We prove by induction on some complex object 
expression e E ~ ~ d ( b l o ~ - l o o ~ ( ~ ) )  of type t with free vari- 
ables XI', . . . , xri, that the function X(xil,. . . , x;').e : s l  x 
. . . s f  + t is in A C ~ .  For functions f of type s + t with the 
same free variables, we prove that X(xS, xi1, . . . , xr'). f (xs) : 
s x sl x . . . x sl 4 t is in A c k .  We only illustrate some of 
the cases. 
e U e' (union) Let an be the circuit for e and a: the cir- 
cuit for e'. Concatenate their result, eliminate the 
braces ) { replacing them with blanks and condition- 
ally placing a comma (the comma is placed only when 
both e and e' yield a nonempty set). Finally, elimi- 
nate the duplicates in the resulting set, using lemmas 
7.5 and 7.6. 
ext(f) For simplicity suppose f : s + {t) doesn't have 
free variables, and let a, be a circuit for computing f .  
The circuit for ezt(f) will consists of f(f,cl) copies 
of an (recall that three bits are used to encode one 
character), identified by pairs (i, j), 1 5 i 5 j 5 2, 
and whose outputs are concatenated. Circuit (i, j) 
will have as inputs the symbols from position 3i - 2 
to 3 j ,  and its output will be overridden (i.e. replaced 
by blancs) unless in the input {XI , .  . . , X,) there is 
some XI starting at  position 3i - 2 and ending on po- 
sition 3 j  (which can be determined using lemma 7.5). 
Finally we concatenate their results and eliminate the 
duplicates. 
f (e) Construct the circuit for e and direct its outputs into 
the circuit for f .  
blog-loop(f, b) For clarity, assume the type of f is {t) -r 
{t). First we construct the circuit a, for computing b: 
let its output have size Q(n), where Q is some polyno- 
mial. Let {XI , .  . . , X,) be the output of a,. Clearly, 
m 5 P(n) ,  so it suffices to make logQ(n) copies of 
the circuit for f .  Each such copy receives some input 
Y of size Q(n), computes f(Y), and intersects it with 
{XI, . . . , Xm) (the output of b) such that the result Y' 
has the same size Q(n), so it can be fed into the next 
level. Of course, we have to bypass all levels above level 
log m. For this we compute m by counting the number 
We skip the proof of the uniformity, which is tedious but 
straightforward. 
Instead of designing a circuit for computing f ,  we could 
have shown that f can be computed in FO(logk n)+ 5 
+BIT, and then using the results in [22, 41 to  conclude 
f E A c k :  in fact, this is the way we prove proposition 6.4. 
But we chose to construct the circuit for computing f in 
order to suggest that how f may compiled on a CRCW 
PRAM. 
Propos i t ion  7.8 Let f : s + t be s.t. t is a PS-type. 
Then f E FLAT-AC~ a f E n / ~ d ~ ( l o ~ - l o o ~ ( ~ ) ,  5)  and 
f E CMPX-OBJ-AC' a f E m ~ ( b ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ) ,  I), for 
k >  1. 
Proof. Let F E CMPX-OBJ-ACk, of type s -+ t .  F is 
given by: (1) A DLOGSPACE Turing Machine T accepting 
the DCL of a family of circuits, (2) Polynomials P(n)  and 
Q(n) (see section 4). For some input x E s, let n be the 
length of the minimal encoding X of z (see section 5). The 
simulation of F in A?Rdk(blog-loop, 5)  is described below. 
1. Construct from x some set z having a cardinality > n. 
The type of z will have a set height which is at most 
equal to the set height of s; thus z is in NRA' when 
F is in FLAT-ACk. We omit the technical details for 
computing z :  see [16, 341. 
2. Some power of z will have p = n' elements, enough 
to perform all the arithemtic needed in the sequel. 
Over this ordered set, we pre-compute the functions 
plus, minus, multiplication, and bit, on the numbers 
0,. . . , p  - 1. E.g. to compute addition, we use transi- 
tive closure, a technique found in 1211. Everything in 
this step is in N ~ d ( b l o ~ l o o ~ ( ' ) ,  5). 
3. Compute the minimal encoding X of x, of length 
n, without blanks: X E {0,1)* is represented as 
a set of "numbers". The computation is done in 
N'Rdl(blog-loop, l), the blog-loop being needed to 
compute the sum of a set of numbers. 
4. Simulate F on X,  as described below, to  get Y = 
F(X) .  Then "decode" Y ,  to get y E t. Decoding is 
done in h/Rd. 
There are two ways of simulating F on X. One is t o  use the 
result in [22] which says that, since F is in A C ~ ,  F is also 
in F O ( ~ O ~ ~  n)+ 5 +BIT, and to  observe that,  for k 2 1, 
 lo^^ n)+ 5 +BIT C N ~ d ' ( l o ~ - l o o ~ ( ~ ) ,  5).  The sec- 
ond way is to use the DLOGSPACE- DCL-uniformity defi- 
nition of A C ~ .  First, we simulate the O(1og n)  space Tur- 
ing Machine computing the DCL of a,: this can be done, 
since there are only polynomially many configurations for 
T, and deciding whether T accepts some input (n,g,gf , t )  
boils down to  the computation of transitive closure of the 
successor relation on the set of configurations. Second, we 
simulate the circuit a, itself, by computing step by step the 
outputs of the gates a t  each level: this only requires logk n 
iterations, so it can be done in ~ ~ ~ ~ ( l o ~ - l o o p ( ~ ) ,  5 ) .  Note 
that ext is used essentially at  each iteration stept, account- 
ing for the parallelism in the evaluation of a,. 
This 
proved that CMPX-OBJ-AC~ C ~ ~ d ( b l o ~ - l o o ~ ( ~ ) , ~ ) ,  
for k 2 1. If s and t are both flat types, then all the compu- 
tations describe above are in ~ R d ~ ( b l o ~ - l o o p ( ~ ) ,  s ) ,  which 
is equal to ~ R d ~ ( l o ~ ~ l o o ~ ( ~ ) ,  5 ) .  Hence, FLAT-AC~ C 
~TRA'  (10~-loop(~), 5 ) .  o 
ious forms of recursion on sets in the absence of ordering 
is quite relevant to query language design. It may also be 
relevant to complexity theory, if an analog to the surpris- 
ing result of Abiteboul and Vianu [2] holds. They have 
shown that PTIME# PSPACE iff first-order least fixpoint 
queries # first-order while queries. (Vardi had shown that 
in the presence of order the FO+whtle captures PSPACE 
1361.) Dawar, Lindell, and Weinstein [14] give a machine- 
independent proof of the Abiteboul and Vianu result mak- 
ing use of properties of bounded variable logics. Abite- 
boul, Vardi and Vianu [30] give evidence for the robust- 
ness of the idea with several such results for other pairs 
of complexity classes. In our case, the analog would be: 
NC # PTIME iff F O  + dcr # FO + sri (in our formal- 
ism, N 'Rdl  (dcr) # n/Rdl(sri)). By setting aside the or- 
dering, with its potential for tricky encodings, this would 
strengthen the observation (section 6) that the difference 
between tractable sequential and tractable parallel compu- 
tation can be characterized as the difference between two 
ways of recurring on sets. 
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